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Motivation

Existing methods for human-AI coordination typically train an agent to coordinate 
with 
• a diverse set of policies —— AI systems with constrained capacity
• with human models fitted from real human data. —— High-quality data may 

be unavailable

Observation:
Prior to coordination, humans engage in communication to establish conventions
that specify individual roles and actions, making their coordination proceed in an 
orderly manner.



Outline

Employing the LLM to develop an action plan (or equivalently, a convention) that 
effectively guides both human and AI.

1. A naive solution : Using LLM to generate convention:
• Input: task requirements, human preferences, the number of agents, and other 

pertinent information
• Output: a comprehensive convention that facilitates a clear understanding of 

tasks and responsibilities for all parties involved.

2. Decomposing the convention formulation problem into sub-problems with 
multiple new sessions being sequentially employed and human feedback, will yield 
a more efficient coordination convention



subtasks

Human Feedback



Task Planning with Multiple Sessions

• decompose a complex problem into multiple sub-problems and assign them 
sequentially to a new session.
• The solution provided by one session serves as part of the prompt for the 

subsequent session.



A convention by the multiple sessions

Human Validation to Re-plan: Review generated content and provide suggestions as part of the prompts for the 
first session to re-plan the convention.



Execution with Pre-trained Skills

• Two skills
• Fetch A at B
• Deliver A to B

• Behavior Cloning



Experiments

Baselines: Fictitious Co-Play (FCP) (Heinrich et al., 2015), Maximum Entropy Population-based 
training (MEP) (Zhao et al., 2023a) and Hidden-utility Self-Play (HSP) (Yu et al., 2023)

Partner: scripted policies in HSP



Experiments



Analysis of LLMs in Human-AI Coordination

• Explainable AI



Analysis of LLMs in Human-AI Coordination

• Incorporating human domain knowledge
• Taking Many Orders layout as an example, humans intuitively tend to believe that 

actively utilizing all three pots is essential for completing the task efficiently.



Analysis of LLMs in Human-AI Coordination

• Human-AI value alignment
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LLM-Coordination (LLM-Co) Framework

• evaluation with three game environments and organize the 
evaluation into five aspects: 
• Theory of Mind, Situated Reasoning

• Ability to infer the partner’s intention and reason actions accordingly
• Sustained Coordination, Robustness to Partners

• the ability of LLMs to coordinate with an unknown partner in complex long-horizon tasks, 
outperforming Reinforcement Learning baselines.

• Explicit Assistance: 
• the ability of an agent to offer help proactively:prioritize helping their partners, 

sacrificing time that could have been spent on their tasks.
• two novel layouts into the Overcooked-AI benchmark



LLM-Co Coordination Games

• Collab Capture: two agents chase an adversary through a maze of 
rooms
• Collab Escape: two agents need to coordinate to escape from an 

adversary
• Overcooked: two players cook and deliver onion soup

• LLM-Co Framework: provides agents with contextual state 
information and feasible actions & interprets agents‘ output for 
execution in real-time.



Coordination Games – Collab Capture

The agent’s task is to capture the adversary in the least amount of time using effective 
strategies including cornering the adversary, disabling the adversary, or enabling their partners.



Coordination Games – Collab Escape

• Based on the popular Video Game ”Dead-by-Daylight”, Collaborative 
Escape involves two agents trying to escape an adversary in a maze of 
interconnected rooms. They need to fix two generators located in 
randomly selected rooms to open an exit portal. The adversary tries 
to catch the agents, and the win condition is any one agent escaping. 
• This game requires strategies like luring the adversary away from the 

partner, sacrificing for the partner’s safety, and manipulating the 
movement of the adversary.



Coordination Games – Overcooked



Coordination Games – Overcooked-Assist

Gates: can be opened by an agent provided they are not holding anything in their hand, and only can 
remain open for a short time.
Wall: prevent the agent from placing their soups temporarily on counters to open the gates.



LLM-Co Framework



Prompt Design

• Game Description (𝐺): details of the game along with the rules and the 
layout of the map
• Directives (𝐷!)

• At each turn,
• State description (𝐷(𝑆)): programmatically obtained from the environment and the 

player state S.
• Relative distances from the agent to each location of interest in 𝐷(𝑆)
• Parterner’s inventory and relative position

• medium-level action space: verb-based actions
• Pick, place, move
• feasible actions 𝑀!: according to inventory and accessibility of locations



LLM-ToM-Reasoning Test Set

• A hand-picked suite of 18 scenarios posed with questions among all 
three games
• the agent under-tests to first take their partner’s possible next actions 

into active consideration, reason about the current state, and adjust 
their actions that “indirectly” lead to the best possible outcome.
• Formed by State Description and Feasible Action Generator
• Labeled by partner’s potential next action (ToM) & the optimal next 

action from the perspective of a player (Situated Reasoning)



ToM and Situated Reasoning



Sustained Coordination and Robustness to Partners

• Sustained coordination: the ability of agents to continuously 
collaborate and adapt their actions over extended periods.
• 400 timestep, each delivery wins the agents 20 points

LLM Agents are capable of achieving sustained coordination, adjusting to their 
partners, and correcting their own actions consistently.



Sustained Coordination and Robustness to Partners

• self-play agents, when paired with humans, tend to struggle because 
their behavior diverges from what they consider to be the optimal 
strategy, while LLM-Co agent not



Explicit Assistance

• A simple directive: help their partners when the situation demands
• The agent tends to help partner agents during the time they are waiting for their 

own soup to be cooked by choosing the open gates for the waiting agent.
• Not most efficient strategy but always help others during coordination



Explicit Assistance

• The LLM-Co agent outperforms MARL methods at Overcooked-Co-op 
layouts



Conclusion

• Theory of Mind & Situated Reasoning abilities: only GPT4 can provide 
acceptable ToM and Situated Reasoning skills, via LLM-ToM-
Reasoning Test Set.
• LLM-Co Agent (with GPT4) performs better than or equal to the RL 

baseline in both AI-AI and AI-human proxy gameplay without any 
fine-tuning, enjoying the interpretability.
• In the newly designed Overcooked env, LLM-Co agent can proactively 

help out their partners, requiring a ‘helper directive’.


